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In this paper, an aircraft contrail model developed by researchers at NASA Ames Research Center assuming static atmospheric conditions is extended to simulate the dynamic
evolution of contrails triggered by airborne ﬂights. A Lagrangian dispersion model and a
cloud microphysics model were added to create the new dynamic contrail model to simulate
the physical processes of contrail ice particle formation, growth, advection, and dissipation.
The dynamic contrail model can simulate the full life cycle of young-age linear contrails
in any day for the entire continental U.S. airspace with real-time meteorological and air
traﬃc data in less than 6 hours. The aircraft-induced contrails weighted by their ages are
also calculated to assess the impact at diﬀerent air traﬃc control centers.

I.

Introduction

Young-age contrails are long, thin, and linear artiﬁcial clouds that are sometimes visible from the ground.
They are formed behind aircraft cruising near the tropopause because of mixing of water vapor emitted from
jet engines with cold and ice-saturated ambient air. Persistent contrails can last many hours to a day before
dissipation or turning into cirrus cloud in favorable meteorological conditions. They consist of ice crystals
condensed on aerosols. Linear contrails also grow by uptake of ambient water and grow in size by diﬀusive
spread over a large airspace. Recent studies have shown that aircraft-induced persistent contrails may
have negative long-term impacts on the global climate by reﬂecting solar short-wave radiation and trapping
outgoing long-wave radiation.1–3 An estimation of average aviation-induced linear contrail and contrail cirrus
cloud radiative forcing is in the range of 13 − 87mW/m2 , exceeding that of aircraft CO2 emissions.4
A number of computational models have been developed to simulate aircraft contrails in recent years.5–11
Those models are capable of simulating the partial or full life cycle of the aircraft contrails, which starts from a
few seconds after initial ice particle formation, extends to young-age linear contrails advection (or transport)
after a few hours, and ﬁnally ends with dissipation or transformation into cirrus clouds up to one day.
Researchers at Stanford University developed a low-order contrail model and a Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
model.6, 9, 10 The LES can model the ﬁrst one or two minutes of contrail ice crystal formation immediately
following aircraft engines and movement driven by aircraft wingtip vortices and engine exhausts. The outputs
from LES including ice crystal sizes were then fed into a set of low-order diﬀerence equations as the initial
conditions to compute the linear contrail trajectories driven by the wind, assuming Lagrangian dispersion
model. Burkhardt and Kärcher at German Aerospace Center (DLR)5 developed a contrail cirrus cloud
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model based on physical processes. The contrail cirrus cloud is represented by its fractional coverage, length,
and ice-water mass mixing ratio. The dynamic processes of the contrail cirrus cloud model include contrail
formation, transport, spread, deposition, sublimation, and precipitation. More recently, a comprehensive
contrail cirrus computational model and simulation software, called Contrail Cirrus Prediction Tool (CoCiP),
has been developed at DLR.11 The software simulates the full aircraft contrail life cycle and computes the
associated climate impact.
Researchers at NASA Ames Research Center have developed a simpliﬁed aircraft contrail model, which
simulates the aircraft-induced contrail formation only based on the Appleman criterion and using static
atmospheric conditions.7, 8 However, based on both theory of cloud microphysics and evidence from satellite
images,12, 13 aircraft contrails are a dynamic process, like natural cirrus cloud, which normally lasts a few
hours. In this paper, that model is extended to include the dynamic transport of contrails by adding a
Lagrangian dispersion model and a cloud microphysics model. The newly-added computational methods are
based on well-established results in related ﬁelds.14–16 To the best of our knowledge, the proposed dynamic
contrail model is based on the same basic cloud physics, but computationally more eﬃcient compared with
Stanford’s and DLR’s aircraft contrail models, mainly because of the following assumptions: (1) It does not
include the initial contrail ice particles down-wash process by airplane wake vortex turbulence. The physical
process normally takes less than one or two minutes. It determines the initial contrail ice particle sizes and
displacements. Based on our knowledge, wake vortex turbulence simulation is very time-consuming. To save
computation time, the average initial ice particle size is used. The initial contrail location is assumed to be
at the cell, where the contrail formation conditions are satisﬁed; (2) The clouds are assumed to have uniform
ice particle (or ice water content) density. Wind tilting eﬀect is not considered; (3) The proposed dynamic
contrail model does not consider the interaction between contrail clouds and natural cirrus clouds; and (4)
The results do not include the additional radiative forcing caused by aircraft contrails, which measures the
global temperature change. We are working towards adding a contrail radiative forcing computation module
that can compute the total aircraft contrails radiative forcing using the inputs from the current model such
as ice particle size and contrail cloud horizontal cover area.
Although the progress has been made in aviation-induced contrails simulation from above, it remains
a challenging task to validate the simulated contrail tracks, cloud coverages and global radiative forcing
resulting from those contrails. It is mainly because of the large temporal scale of contrail life cyle and spatial
scale of contrail extension, limited knowledge and uncertainties on some complex physical processes and lack
of direct observation data from satellites as discussed in reference17 .
Figure 1 summarizes the dynamic contrail model structure with changes from previous work within the
dashed rectangle.7, 8 The results can be used to measure the long-term climate impact of the aviation-induced
linear contrails and design the aircraft operation strategies to reduce the contrail environmental impact (e.g.
references18, 19 ).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the model mathematical equations. In
Section III, the proposed model is applied with U.S. air traﬃc and meteorological data from a single day.
New metrics are proposed to measure the aircraft contrails predicted by the dynamic model. Finally, Section
IV is the conclusion.

II.
II.A.

Dynamic Aircraft Contrail Model

Persistent contrail formation condition and persisting condition

The atmospheric conditions required for aircraft contrail formation are well understood. They are based on
atmospheric thermodynamics and speciﬁed by the Appleman criterion.20, 21 Persistent linear contrails are
formed shortly after aircraft ﬂy through a region of airspace, in which the relative humidity and temperature
of the ambient air satisfy all the following equations:22


RHi > 100%,



RHw > rcontr ,
(1)

RHw < 100%, and



T < Tcontr ,
where RHw is the relative humidity with respect to water and T is the temperature. Both can be directly
extracted from meteorological data such as National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s
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Figure 1: Dynamic contrail model structure

Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) or Rapid Refresh (RAP) models. RHi is the relative humidity with respect to
ice that can be derived from RHw as:
RHi = RHw

6.0612 exp(18.102T /(249.15 + T ))
.
6.1162 exp(22.577T /(273.78 + T ))

(2)

Finally, rcontr and Tcontr are the relative humidity and temperature thresholds respectively, deﬁned as:
Tcontr

= −46.46 + 9.43 ln(G − 0.053) + 0.72 ln2 (G − 0.053) + 273.15,

rcontr

=

G(T −Tcontr )+eliq
sat (Tcontr )
,
eliq
sat (T )
EI

(3)

C Pr

H2 O p
18.102T
where water vapor pressure ratio eliq
sat (T ) = 6.0612 exp( 249.52+T ), G =
ϵQ(1−η) , water vapor emission
3
−1 −1
index EIH2 O = 1.25, air heat capacity Cp = 1.004 × 10 JKg K , ambient air pressure P r, ratio of
molecular masses of water and dry air ϵ = 0.6222, and average propulsion eﬃciency of the jet engine η = 0.3.
Once the contrails were formed, they can persist in an ice-saturated environment, i.e. those where

RHi > RHiC

(4)

The critical value RHiC is set to be 80% in the model.
In summary, in the proposed dynamic aircraft contrail model, given a region of airspace centered at
(x=latitude, y=longitude, z=altitude), if the ambient relative humidity RHw (x, y, z, t) and ambient temperature T (x, y, z, t) satisfy (1), persistent contrails are formed immediately after an aircraft ﬂies through
the region within a short time interval around t. The contrails will persist as long as the ambient relative
humidity with respect to ice RHi (x, y, z, t) satisﬁes (4).
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II.B.

Contrail Lagrangian dispersion model

Young-age linear contrails are modeled using a cuboid as shown in Fig. 2. It assumes that the contrails
consist of spherical ice crystals only. Linear contrails can travel a long distance through airspace, driven by
the ambient wind ﬁeld and gravitational force. Also, the geometry of the contrail will grow by diﬀusion.
w(t)

h(t)
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l(t)
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P_A(t)
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y
x

Figure 2: Geometry model of the linear contrail
Let p(t) := [x(t) y(t) z(t)]T represent the contrail end-point position at time t. The wind ﬁeld near p(t)
is u(p(t), t) := [xw (p(t), t) yw (p(t), t) zw (p(t), t)]T . Here u(t) := [xw (t) yw (t) zw (t)]T is used for simplicity.
The advection of linear contrails is calculated assuming Lagrangian dispersion model as follows:


x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + xw (t)∆t,

(5)
y(t + ∆t) = y(t) + yw (t)∆t, and



z(t + ∆t) = z(t) + (zw (t) + zs (t))∆t,
where ∆t is the sample time, and zs is the ice particle settling velocity (or terminal velocity). zs is calculated
using Stokes equation for small ice particles (less than 100µm):23
zs (t) = −gρi d2i (t)/18η, ∀di ≤ 100

(6)

where ρi is the ice density, di is the ice particle diameter, η is the gas viscosity coeﬃcient, and g is the gravitational acceleration. For large ice particles (greater than 100µm), an empirical equation from reference15
is used to approximate the ice crystal terminal velocity as:
zs = 9(100di )0.8 , ∀di > 100

(7)

The length of the contrail is then calculated by the distance between the end points pA (t) and pB (t) as
shown in Fig. 2.
l(t) = |pA (t) − pB (t)|.
(8)
Next, the growth of contrail width and depth because of turbulent mixing is modeled using the following
diﬀusion equations:
{
h(t + ∆t) = Dv ∆t/h(t) + h(t),
(9)
w(t + ∆t) = Dh ∆t/w(t) + w(t)
where Dh and Dv are diﬀusion coeﬃcients in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively, as used in
the DLR and Stanford aircraft contrail model.
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II.C.

Cloud microphysics model

The ice particle growth due to ambient water vapor deposition on the ice crystal surface is modeled as
follows:
di (t + ∆t) = di (t) + rd (α)∆t,
(10)
where α is a deposition coeﬃcient and rd (α) represents the particle diameter rate of growth. The detailed
ice crystal growth model is in the Appendix. Note that the time-varying ice particle diameter di (t) in eq.
(10) is directly related to the particle settling velocity in eq. (6) or (7) and thus control the contrail vertical
movement in eq. (5).
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II.D.

Contrail life span

Contrails may persist if they are within a persistent contrail favorable region as deﬁned in eq. (4). Let Ω(t)
represent a set of all persistent contrail favorable regions at t. For any contrail trajectory {p(t), t ≥ t0 }
calculated using (5), the contrail life span tf − t0 (or maximum contrail age) is deﬁned as followed:
tf = min{t ≥ t0 |p(t) ∈
/ Ω(t)},

(11)

where t0 is the initial contrail formation time and p(t0 ) is the initial contrail formation location.
In summary, eq. (5) is applied only for the contrail life cycle t ∈ [t0 , tf ] from (11). The contrail
geographical locations and the lengths are calculated using eqs. (5)-(8) and (10). The contrail depths and
widths are calculated independently using eq. (9).

III.

Results

In this section, aircraft contrails are simulated using the dynamic contrail model developed in Section
II. The model is used with 24-hour air traﬃc and meteorological data beginning at 0800UTC, April 12,
2010. The continental U.S. airspace is divided into small cuboid grid cells, where the horizontal grid size is
approximately 13km × 13km (the same as the grid cells of NOAA’s Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) or Rapid
Refresh (RAP) data) and the vertical grid size is 1000 feet. There are a total of 451×337 grid cells required to
cover the entire continental U.S. airspace horizontally and 21 vertical levels from FL240 (24,000ft) to FL440
(44,000ft) that cover the majority of persistent contrail formation areas. Sample time ∆t is chosen to be one
hour, in accordance with RUC update rate. The initial contrail properties (cloud width and depth, average
ice particle diameter) and contrail model parameters (horizontal and vertical-direction diﬀusion coeﬃcients,
deposition coeﬃcient) are set to values suggested in literature:16, 24
w(t0 ) = 10m,
h(t0 ) = 100m,
di (t0 ) = 8µm,

(12)

2

Dh = 20m /s,
Dv = 0.6m2 /s, and
α = 0.036.
III.A.

Contrail dispersion

The contrail width and depth in eq. (9) are functions of contrail age only. Given the initial values from (12),
Fig. 3 shows the contrail width and depth diﬀusive growth with respect to age.
From Fig. 3, the linear contrail width disperses at a faster rate than depth growth. For example, the
contrail width grows 93 times while the contrail depth grows less than 2 times in the ﬁrst six hours. The
results are required to compute the radiative forcing, which measures the global temperature change.
III.B.

Contrail advection

The dynamic contrail model can track each contrail trajectory for its entire life cycle. It took about 3−6 hours
(including processing real-time meteorological and air traﬃc data) to simulate 24-hour aircraft contrails for
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Figure 3: The diﬀusive growth of young-age linear contrail width w(t) and depth h(t)

the entire continental U.S. airspace using a duo-core desktop computer. Figure 6 illustrates the ﬁrst 6-hours
of advection of a set of contrails originated at 0800UTC on Apr. 12, 2010, where the contrails’ vertical
position is represented by colors. Figure 6 shows that the contrails travel both vertically and horizontally
in the ice saturated environment, depending on local wind conditions. The contrail trajectory is required to
calculate the radiative forcing, assuming non-uniform and time-varying solar radiation.
III.C.

Life span of potential persistent contrail formation regions

Potential persistent contrail formation regions can be computed using the Appleman criterion in eq. (1)
given the meteorological data. Next, the life span of each potential persistent contrail formation grid cell
can be computed using eq. (11) by tracking the contrail trajectories. Figure 4 shows a sample of potential
persistent contrail formation regions over the continental U.S. airspace near 40,000 feet at 1700UTC on
Apr. 12, 2010, where the life span of each grid cell is represented by colors. April 12 actually has some
of the most severe potential persistent contrail coverages in 2010. Figure 4 (left) shows that a majority of
mid-west U.S. airspace near 40, 000 feet between 1700 − 1800UTC is covered by potential persistent contrail
formation regions. Among all Air Route Traﬃc Control Centers (ARTCCs) that have been aﬀected near
that altitude, Denver Center (ZDV) has the largest percentage of airspace covered by potential persistent
contrail formation regions that will last 6 hours or longer. This provides valuable information when planning
air traﬃc to alleviate climate impact resulting from aircraft contrails. Next, Fig. 4 (right) highlights only
the grid cells that were actually triggered by aircraft that ﬂew on that day. It further shows that ZDV indeed
experienced a signiﬁcant aircraft contrail impact during that hour.
III.D.

Contrail Frequency Index

The Contrail Frequency Index (CFI), which was ﬁrst introduced by Chen,8 is deﬁned as the total number of
aircraft that ﬂy through potential persistent contrail formation grid cells. It provides a quantitative metric
to measure aircraft contrail impact. In this paper, CFI is extended to account for contrail life spans using
the dynamic contrail model, deﬁned as follows:
CF I(I, t) = (tf (I, t) − t) × N (I, t),

(13)

where I is the airspace grid cell index, (tf − t) is the contrail life span, and N (I, t) is the number of aircraft
that ﬂy through cell I at t. Figure 5 shows the total CFIs of 20 ARTCCs on April 12, 2010. As indicated
in Fig. 4, Denver Center (ZDV) has the highest total CFI.
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Figure 4: (left) Potential persistent contrail formation regions; and (right) contrails that were triggered by
aircraft using real-time air traﬃc data.

Figure 5: Accumulated 24-hour CFI distributed by center on April 12, 2010

IV.

Conclusion

In this paper, the aircraft contrail model developed at NASA Ames Research Center has been extended to
simulate the full life cycle of aircraft-induced young-age linear contrails by adding a Lagrangian dispersion
model and a cloud microphysics model. It can simulate 24-hour aircraft contrails over the continental
U.S. airspace with real-time meteorological and air traﬃc data in 3 − 6 hours, which is computationally
eﬃcient compared with the other aircraft contrail simulation models based on our knowledge. Finally,
some initial simulation results demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed model to simulate the aircraft
contrail trajectories. The results, including ice particle sizes, contrail ages, and contrail cloud horizontal
cover areas, are important because they are required to compute the radiative forcing, which measure the
global temperature change resulting from aviation-induced contrails. Additional future work includes contrail
radiative forcing computation. It is also necessary to validate the results with live contrails from satellite
images and/or the results from the other aircraft contrail simulators such as DLR’s CoCiP.
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Appendix: Contrail ice particle growth model
For completeness, here rd (α) in eq. (10) is derived in detail using the cloud microphysics model from
references.15, 25
1. Let Dv in m2 /s be the diﬀusivity of water vapor in air for temperature, between −40 and 40o C.
( )1.94 ( )
p0
T
Dv = 0.211
10−4 ,
(14)
T0
p
where T and T0 = 273.15K are reference and standard temperature; and p and p0 = 101325P a are
reference and standard pressure, respectively.
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Let λ in meter be the mean free path of air molecules.
2µ
λ= √
,
air
p 8m
πRT

(15)

where µ = 1.83 × 10−5 is the viscosity of air; mair = 28.97 × 10−3 kg/mol is the molecular mass of air;
and R = 8.214J/K/mol is the gas constant.
Then the modiﬁed diﬀusivity of water vapor for the kinetic correction is calculated as:
Dv

′

Dv =

r(t)
r(t)+∆v

+

Dv
r(t)α

√

,

(16)

2πMw
RT

where r(t) is the particle radius, α is the deposition coeﬃcient; ∆v = 1.3λ and Mw = 0.018kg/mol is
the ratio of the molecular mass of water and dry air, Q = 43 × 106 JKg −1 is the speciﬁc combustion
heat, and η = 0.3 is the average propulsion eﬃciency of the jet engine.
′

Let κa be the modiﬁed thermal conductivity of water vapor for the kinetic correction.
′
κa
√
κa =
,
r(t)
κa
2πMw
r(t)+∆T + r(t)αT ρair cp
RT

(17)

where κa = 0.025J/s/m/C is the thermal conductivity of water vapor; ∆T = 2.16 × 10−7 m is the
thermal accommodation coeﬃcient; αT = 0.7; ρair is the air density; and cp = 1 × 103 J/kg/K is the
speciﬁc heat of dry air.
Let esat,i be the saturation vapor pressure with respect to ice,
esat,i = e9.55−

5723.3
+3.53 log(T )−0.0073T
T

.

(18)

Let esat,w in Pa be the saturation vapor pressure with respect to water,
17.62(T −273.15)

esat,w = 611.2e 243.12+(T −273.15) .

(19)

Let Ls be the speciﬁc latent heat of sublimation,
Ls = (2834.1 − 0.29T − 0.004T 2 )103 .

(20)

2. The mass growth rate of single ice particle rm (t) is calculated as:
rm (α) =

ρi RT
esat,i Dv′ Mw

4πCSV,i
),
( s Mw
+ Lκs′ ρTi LRT
−1

(21)

a

where C = r(t) is the capacitance factor of a spherical ice particle; and SV,i =
supersaturation with respect to ice.

esat,w
esat,i

− 1 is the

3. Finally, the diameter growth rate of a single ice particle rd (α) in eq. (10) is calculated as:
rd (α) =

2rm (α)
.
ρi 4πr2 (t)

(22)
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Figure 6: Advection for contrails that were originated at 0800UTC on Apr. 12, 2010
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